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the meteotest software has been developed with the solar power system designer in mind. unlike
any other software available, the meteotest software is the only professional tool that allows the

analysis of the impact of solar radiation on the performance of the solar power system by supplying
the necessary input data and calculating the results. meteotest's main purpose is to calculate the
cost of a solar power system by providing users the opportunity to compare, plan, design, analyze,

validate and report on a single solar power system. meteronorm 7 crack version 2.7 is now available.
version 2.7 is a more polished and organized release than version 2.6. new feature to increase the

number of tested locations. you can choose to add up to 100 locations to each session. many minor
fixes and improvements. version 2.6 8/19/2008 new version of suneye software included. new

feature to create a folder for each meteronorm 7 crack session. new feature to export all sun and
moon predictions for each session and year with pvsyst. new feature to save the results of the sun

and moon predictions in the pvsyst output files. new feature to edit the results of the sun and moon
predictions for each session and year in the pvsyst output files. meteonorm 7 crack session can now
be viewed in google earth. new features to view the meteronorm 7 crack sessions in google earth.
new feature to export all meteronorm 7 crack sessions for a specific year and dates. meteonorm 7

crack session can now be edited and saved. new feature to export the meteronorm 7 crack sessions
for specific dates and locations in a csv file. new feature to change the time of the meteronorm 7
crack sessions. new feature to view the meteronorm 7 crack sessions in ms excel. new features to

print the meteronorm 7 crack sessions.
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